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Telling the Story

Thought Leaders Index 2010

Building awareness and understanding of 

TLG’s annual survey of influential brands 

The Index is now in its 4th year

Identifies the most powerful 

corporate and media brands

2010 surveys opinion leaders in 

UK and USA



National Media

+ Commentary



“
”

Malcolm Gooderham founder of TLG said that the route to becoming a

trusted brand was gaining recognition as a Thought Leader a concept

based on “driving positive change in both attitude and behaviour

among key stakeholders”...



“
”

Branding experts say the study is evidence of the mounting

importance among consumers of ethics, responsibility and quality in

spite of tough economic times.



“ ”
Last week I attended a seminar held by TLG.......a strategic

communications agency that tries to turn its clients into “thought

leaders”, firms that people trust and respect.



International Media



“ ”
The brands that top the Index excel at defining what they stand for,

maintain a ruthless and coherent focus on their credentials and share

very high trust ratings.



“ ”
California is home to almost half of the nation’s most “powerful”

brands, according to an index compiled by TLG Communications of

London that surveyed “key opinion leaders”.



Regional Media



“
”

TLG’s Index measures the influence of brands both in Britain and the

US by asking key opinion formers to rank leading companies

according to their “thought leadership” power



“ ”
The Index will be launched on Wednesday with a London

seminar.....chaired by Adi Ignatius editor in chief of the Harvard

Business Review



Trade Press



“ ”
The John Lewis Partnership, Facebook and Innocent are climbing the

ranks of thought leadership, while Marks & Spencer and Virgin

Atlantic are fading, according to a new survey of opinion leaders



“ ”
The annual poll.....again places Apple and Google as the top two

brands both in the UK and the US.



Index of Media Brands
Building awareness and understanding of 

TLG’s annual survey of influential media  

The Index is now in its  2nd year

The Index surveys opinion 

leaders in US and UK

The findings were given as an 

exclusive to PR Week  



“ ”
The John Lewis Partnership, Facebook and Innocent are climbing the

ranks of thought leadership, while Marks & Spencer and Virgin

Atlantic are fading, according to a new survey of opinion leaders



“
”

In terms of long-term corporate reputation building, TV remains

hugely powerful on both sides of the Atlantic... But a startling

difference between the UK and USA is the comparative dominance of

new media...



(USA )

“
”

The Wall Street Journal topped the list of the most influential US media

brands in a study released by TLG Communications.

The results came from a panel of over 1,000 people from four areas:

business leaders, politics and public sector, media and

communications, and NGOs.



To see an Executive Summary visit:

www.tlg-ltd.com/index2010


